
Wholesale Direct B2C - Your Prime Opportunity!
This opportunity offers quality products, affordable prices,
significant repeat customer purchases and a growing
customer base.

Priced at $1.6M with stock included, it's a gateway to success
without needing specialised expertise. This business has
perfected the art of rework & packaging of everyday
consumer foods.

The best of all worlds!! With endless potential for expansion - 
-  Multiple existing channels to market: owner-operated
outlets, Wholesale & nationwide networks.
-  A huge investment in an online market which is proven but
awaiting your input for exponential growth.
-  Diverse supply chain with limitless potential local suppliers.
-  Proven resilience in economic challenging time.

The groundwork is laid & the stage is set for your journey
towards success, the current owner has developed a business
model that is poised for exponential growth. It now needs a
new energetic owner to ignite its scalability & build an empire
built on a foundation of proven success & endless
possibilities.

Price $1,400,000 + stock
Ref 3611

Agent Details

Richard Jacobs - 021 272
8179

Office Details

Barker Business Brokerage
0064 9 448 1285



Included with this business is a factory/distribution centre
with expansion capacity and a retail store attached. A further
two retail stores are also part of the business to be sold along
with all rights to the licencing model already developed, the
website & all IP associated with the business.

This opportunity is turnkey, high margin, big stock turn with
minimal competition & maximum potential and ready for
expansion day one.

EBPITD:
2024 rolling 11th month to end of year forecast: $497,795
2025 projected forecast based on current earnings and a new
customer agreement: $703,661

For more information about this business, please visit the
Barker Business Brokerage website, search reference number
3611 & submit the online Confidentiality Agreement. Once
Richard receives it he will be in touch.

*Source of information - Supplied by the Business Owner.
Licensed REAA 2008. Copyright Barker Business Brokerage Ltd
2024.


